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We are delighted to launch billing version 3.7, which has been a long time in coming. Please take the 
time to look through this document, as there are many new features, which will either; 

a. be subtle, and perhaps not obvious 

b. be obvious, but perhaps not entirely intuitive 

c. be very useful (we hope) 

d. make you yawn (we hope not) 

We will also be scheduling some user ‘training groups’ in the days after the launch, and we suggest 
you sign up for one of these to learn how to get the most out of some of the larger new features 

Patient Transaction History  

History of accounts viewed  

1. History of patient 
accounts viewed during 
your login – you can 
click the drop down to 
see an alphabetical list, 
or use the [<] and [>] 
buttons to scroll forward 
or back 

2. Show Details – click 
the checkbox to show 
details below for a 
selected claim, and activate the search filters 

3. Search filters – have you ever had a patient call about their account and say “I paid you $50 last 
month” – you can enter the check number, and/or amount, and refresh. This will narrow down the 
claims to those with a match on that check number and amount. You can also narrow down the claim 
list for only those with an insurance payment, or workers comp payment, and so on. 

 

Patient Statements 

We now have two 
buttons for statement on 
the history form 

Itemized Statement 

Will open an itemized statement report 

View Statement 

Select a statement line and click, or double click the statement line, 
to will bring up a pdf view of the patient’s old statement, as sent on 
that date.  

At the bottom of this page you have the option to print an image of 
the old statement. 

To create a new current statement, get started by clicking the refresh button. 
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Posting account corrections in the claim history 

We have a brand new set of toys in store for you. Open the claim transaction detail form, and click 
any charge or transaction line in the history and you will see some new fields open at the bottom. 

 

You can now post payments, corrections, etc to the claim using the history form. All of this will add 
data to the accounting system, subject to the usual accounting rules. Any payment or adjustment 
changes made will reflect as ‘offsetting’ transactions, and can be added to a new or existing batch of 
your choice. However, if you post changes to those pesky ‘allowed’ or ‘patient responsible’ amounts, 
those will just update, as those amounts are not relevant to your accounting month-end totals. 

Some detail: 

If you need to change a payment or adjustment, click that line, to pull the detail in below to modify. 

To add something new, click the charge line, which will give you a new blank slate. 

Notable notes 

1. For any changes or additions, be sure to pick the correct debtor. This is important to ensure 
accurate reports, and even more important if you expect a secondary claim to go 
electronically – the new EDI secondary claim rules are very fussy as you may know. 

2. Before saving any changes, decide what ‘batch mode’ you prefer. If you don’t need your 
changes in any particular batch, select ‘system assigned’, otherwise select ‘user batch’. These 
settings will be saved as your preferences each time you return – you can always change 
them at any point in the future. 

3. When you have added your debtor, transaction and amount it is recommended to first click 
the ‘Add to Preview’ button. This will show your changes on the history form, but not save 
them. You will then also see an ‘Undo’ button which may come in handy if you don’t like the 
result and want to try again. 

4. When you are done, click Save and Commit. Your changes will then go into the payment 
processing queue. 

5. To remove a payment, adjustment, patient responsible or allowed amount – click that line, 
delete the value in the amount field, and then preview. 
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ERA’s in Payment Posting 

ERA Lookup 

The payment application now has a new menu item that allows you to 
lookup your ERA’s – this opens a new form with similar functionality to our 
web portal ERA payments page, and so should be a bit familiar. 

1. As before, you will see a red alert about items needing attention, 
and the search by date range or check/claim number. Practice 
managers will be able to modify the user name who is assigned to 
ERA payments 

 

2. As on the 
batch 
lookup form, 
you can do 
a bulk 
release or 
batch 
combine by 
using the 
checkboxes 

3. Select the 
‘do not post’ 
button if you 
want to 
remove the 
auto-posted 
payment 
and post it 
manually 

 

 

 

4. The Check/EFT button displays other details from the ERA file header.  

Posting from ERA’s  

The ERA posting functionality for those that are “Posted, Pending Review” provides the following; 

• A reminder label if the payment does not balance 

• A method to post manually for single claims – can be used if the patient or claim was not 
identified by auto-post, or you have a rabid dislike for what the auto-post did. 

• An ERA/EOB type layout with color coding for the items that auto-posted to help easily 
identify items needing review, and posting fields to make it easy to modify or add items  

• A filter to narrow down to only the unposted details 

• Printing the ERA – either for one or a selected group of claims, or all at once 

 

What does it look like? Page down 
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1. Check ‘only unposted’ to filter to only those items which did not post. Select all for printing 
will check all the ‘Print’ boxes 

2. Check those you want to print, and click the print button up top 

3. The amounts and dates that display here can be edited if needed – click Edit on the top 
toolbar, and then make your changes on the General tab as you would for regular batch 
posting 

4. These ‘scroll’ buttons will auto scroll to the next claim payment, and we put them at the top 
and bottom of the form to make them close to where your cursor will be when you need them 

5. The ERA/EOB view –all the items from the payment, with color coded cells (more below) – 
put your cursor over the adjustment code or a colored cell for more detail 

6. Totals for other payments and adjustments which have previously been posted to the line 
item, and the ‘New Bal’ cell reflects the balance as it will be if the pending items are saved 

7. Payment posting fields that allow you to modify, remove or add items 

8. Navigation buttons – active if it is a large ERA which has multiple ‘pages’ 

9. Post manually – use if Claim ID in blue label is ‘unknown’ (more below) 
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How to use this page 

Color coding 

If an item has posted, the cell will be green or orange. 
Point at it for more detail – and if you click on the cell, 
the posting fields at the bottom will display what has 
posted. You can then make a change, or select ‘do not 
post’ if needed. 

If a cell like an adjustment is yellow, it means it has not 
posted, and you can click it to select the adjustment or 
denial code you need. 

If you have a tricky one, and want to see all the items 
posted to that patient – use the ‘Patient’ drop down in 
the top right corner, and then review the details on the 
‘Posted Details’ tab. 

 

Post Manually 

This button will flip 
you into ‘normal’ 
payment posting 
mode, but with the 
addition of a 
movable panel that 
displays the ERA 
details.  

The patient account 
number will be pulled 
from the ERA detail – 
if it is wrong (which 
can happen if it was 
a paper claim and 
the payer’s folks 
keyed it in badly) 
you can give it some 
help with the find 
button. 

Then post normally – 
this will add items to 
the same check 
details and totals to 
help you balance. 

When you are 
done, click 
the X in the 
top right, and this will return you to your ERA where you can continue ERA posting. 

 The item has posted 

 Has not posted – if in the balance 
cell, it means the balance has not 
been transferred. 

 An adjustment is shown or taken, 
but there is no payment 

 There are adjustments, but no 
payment 
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Saving an ERA 

When you are done – click the Edit button on the toolbar (if not already done), then save or hold as 
you normally would. 

History form ‘go to payment’ 

Note that this now will detect if the payment in question was posted on an ERA, in which case it will 
show you the ERA view of the payment. This could come in handy if you have printed a secondary 
claim and want to print the ERA – go to the claim transaction detail form, use ‘go to payment’, and 
then use the ERA tab to print the ERA. 

Secondary claim balancing  

If you manage the EDI rejections or EDI claim errors in PA, you will most likely have bumped into 
the annoying ‘Claim cannot be submitted as payments + adjustments + patient responsible not = 
charges’ message. 

This is thanks to the new HIPAA format secondary claim EDI rules, and, sorry, there is nothing we 
can do to bend them for you. BUT, we have now made it easier for you to avoid this problem! 

If you are saving a claim to secondary, or payment posting and transfer the balance, you will now 
receive a warning if your line item is out of balance. 

AND, thanks to the new history form ‘posting’ fields, you can now more easily go and fix the trouble. 

Remember, when doing this, the relevant payments/adjustments/patient responsible and allowed 
items HAVE to be linked to the primary debtor on the claim. If they were incorrectly posted, pull 
them up on the history form, change the debtor and resave them. 

Change claim status  

If you have a bogus rejection, or the payer has 
agreed to reprocess your claim, you can use this 
button to update the claim and mark it as being 
‘confirmed’ without resaving it.  

When this is done, a note will automatically be 
added to the claim/account to maintain the 
history. 
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Bulk rebill   

This can now be done using 
our sneaky new bulk rebill 
button in the bottom right of 
the claim form, which you 
can use in conjunction with 
the ‘Today’ filters. 

 

Other fixes and changes 

NPI Lookup  - Referring provider lookup now shows NPI’s, and you can search by NPI 

Emergency service indicator on claim detail form 

Canadian “zip codes” – those occasional Canadian addresses no longer have to frustrate you. 

Edit on claim release for referring provider NPI – prevents claims being saved without a 
referring NPI 

Supervising provider field on claim general now allows you to bill for a ‘needs supervision’ provider 
without selecting a supervising provider (applicable to some CRNA anesthesia billing) 

Claim general claim payer defaults to insurance if this exists 

Create batches with negative amount is now possible 

 

Bulk rebill works on claims which have been released, and are 
showing in the claim bucket   

This will allow you to identify a group of claims by payer, bucket etc. 
(And yes, before you say it, we will come up with a date range in the 
advanced claim management area.:) 

For now, note that you can use this date drop down to define a day, 
week or month – so in the example above - month would get all DOS 
in September, week would be 9/14 to 9/20.  

When you have it narrowed down to your intended victims, click bulk 
rebill, and you will see this popup 

 

If you select an additional transaction, it will be posted to each claim 
– and if you know some or all of the claims you are rebilling are 
currently on hold (blue in claim bucket) and you want that changed, 
check the box to have it also take them off hold for you. 

Your claims will show up in a few minutes after they process. 
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